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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Fisheries Research Component of the Lake Victoria Environmental Management
Project (LVEMP) has made considerable progress towards gaining information to
improve the understanding the Lake Victoria ecosystem. The major aim of this
information gathering was to guide the decision making process in the resource
utilization and management of the lake basin. The data collected under LVEMP (Phase
1) and other sources have not been analysed and utilized to their full potential.
Analytical outputs are only to a limited extent translated into proposed management
measures. This Consultancy aims to provide an overview of the present knowledge and
status of the fisheries of Lake Victoria as well as identify past changes and continuing
trends that may require closer monitoring or remedial action. This report on Fish Stock
Assessment synthesis covers hydroacoustic and trawl surveys, frame and catch
assessment surveys, and experimental gill net survey in the Ugandan part of Lake
Victoria.
On the basis of the available data, the major observationslfindings include the following:
• .The number of fishing boats almost doubled between 1990 (8000 boats) and 2000
(15642 boats), and even expanded greatly between 2000 and 2002 (18 612 boats)..
• The total estimated catch of Nile perch has declined in recent years from the peaks
in the 1990s, from a peak of 135 000 tonnes in 1993 to 104 000 tonnes in 1999.
This is coupled with a shift in contribution of catches from higher trophic levels (Lates
ni/oticus) to lower trophic level (Rastrineobo/a argentea) species. L. niJoticus
contribution to the fish catches in the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria recently declined
from 62% (by weight) in 1995 to 41% in 2000 while the contribution of R. argentea
increased from 13% to 40% during the same period.
• Catch per unit effort has declined from about 31 tonnes per boat per annum (85 kg
per boat per day) in 1988 to about 8 tonnes per boat per annum (21 kg per boat per
day) in 2002. In the experimental gill net fishery the catch per the 127 mm mesh gill
net declined from about 9 kg per day in 1991 to about 2 kg in 1999. This suggests
heavy exploitation of the fishery.
• The standing stock (biomass) of L. niJoticus was estimated at about 700 000 tonnes
in Lake Victoria as a whole (about 300 000 tonnes in Ugandan sector) during the
1999/2000 bottom trawl survey. This had fallen to about 640 000 tonnes by the end
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of 2001. About 70% of the estimated biomass of L. nilotieus was contributed by
immature fish «50 em total length).
• The hydroaeoustic surveys corroborated the output of the trawl surveys. They
highlight the considerable spatial and temporal changes in distribution and
abundance on L. nilotieus. The surveys also show the biomass of the small pelagics
species (R. argentea and haplochromines) increased during the period of the
surveys (January 1999 - September 2001), may be as a result of reduced predation
pressure from the declining L. nilotieus stocks.
The report also contains some recommendations based on the findings/conclusions from
the available data. These include the following:
1. Biannual frame surveys to be continued to provide information on the changes in
fishing effort.
2. Catch assessment surveys to be continued more regularly throughout the lake.
3. Regular bottom trawl surveys to monitor changes in fish stocks and adequate
coverage of all habitats, including waters deeper than 40 metres.
4. Survey of untrawlable waters using graded gill nets.
5. Improvement of hydroacoustic survey methods to provide absolute biomass
estimates rather than abundance indices.
6. Experimental gill net surveys to cover more areas and use of illegal small-mesh
sized gill nets to be minimized.
2. INTRODUCTION
Lake Victoria is one the African Great Lakes, and an important source of affordable
protein food in the form of fish. It provides employment, income, and export earnings to
riparian communities. Despite this importance, lack of knowledge on the status of the
resources make collective sustainable management of the resources not possible. The
Fisheries Research and Fisheries Management components of the Lake Victoria
Environmental Management Project (LVEMP Phase 1) in the three collaborating East
African countries have made considerable progress towards gaining information to
understand the Lake Victoria ecosystem and fisheries to assist decision making process
in the resource use management of tha lake. However, whilst the components have
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CONSULTANCY TO PREPARE A CHAPTER ON FISH STOCK ASSESSMENT
AS AN INPUT TO THE LVEMP FISHERIES SYNTHESIS REPORT
INCEPTION REPORT
By: Dr John Obbo Okaronon
INTRODUCTION
The Fisheries Research Component of the Lake Victoria Environmental Management
Project (LVEMP) has made considerable progress towards gaining information to
improve the understanding the Lake Victoria ecosystem. The major aim of this
information gathering was to guide the decision making process in the resource
utilization and management of the lake basin. However, while the Fisheries Research
and Management components have been able to collect large amounts of data and
information during LVEMP (Phase 1) and other sources, analyses have always been
basic and data have not been utilized to their full potential. Additionally, data collected
by different LVEMP Components are rarely integrated and analytical outputs are only, to
a limited extent, translated into proposed management measures.
To fully realize the LVEMP Fisheries Research and Management objectives, a well-
coordinated analysis, synthesis and interpretation of all relevant available data and
information that will culminate into a Fisheries Synthesis Report has been proposed.
The report will document changes in biodiversity, fisheries industry and management
that have taken place over time.
To achieve the desired synthesis, a 'Single Source Consultancy' has been identified to
prepare and document trends in the "Fish Stock Assessment" based on data and
information on Catch Assessment (CAS), Trawl and Hydroacoustic surveys. The
consultant, Dr John Obbo Okaronon, is considered to posses the desired experience on
the subject, and is to work with other Fisheries Research and Management sub-
components of LVEMP to prepare a chapter on 'Fish Stock Assessment'.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CONSULTANCY
This Consultancy aims to provide an overview of the present knowledge and status of
the fisheries of Lake Victoria as well as identify past changes and continuing trends that
may require closer monitoring or remedial action.
The terms of reference for the Consultancy were as follows:
1. Collect relevant information and data both from LVEMP and outside LVEMP.
2. Identify other sources of relevant information/data.
3. Consolidate and format the data in order to bring out spatial and temporal
dimensions. This will enable condensing the data in relation to geographical zones.
4. Analyze data to bring out trends over time, with consultations on statistics at any
level, with experts in statistical analyses.
5. Ensure production of a quality report.
6. Participate in the national workshops.
7. Present a satisfactory synthesis report for the Chapter as input to the overall
Fisheries Synthesis Report.
SCOPE OF THE CONSULTANCY
The Fish Stock Assessment synthesis report covers the following areas:
a. Hydroacoustic biomass data on Nile perch, Caridina nilotica and haplochromines.
b. Trawl biomass estimates (catch rates, weight and length by species and depth) for
the major commercial fish species.
c. Catch Assessment Surveys (CAS) and Frame Surveys (Time series data required).
d. Experimental gill net data (adhoc data series).
DURATION OF THE CONSULTANCY
In a letter Ref; 43/PRO/11/7 of 24 June 2005 to the National Executive Secretary of
LVEMP (in Entebbe), the Consultancy was proposed to last 14 (fourteen) working days,
i.e. from 26 June 2005 .
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METHODS OF WORK
The consultant, Dr Okaronon, will attend and participate at the LVEMP Fisheries
Synthesis workshop to be held on 27-29 June 2005 at Colline Hotel, Mukono. The
consultant will present relevant data available. Further input will be obtained from the
participants at the workshop. The inputs from the workshop will be incorporated into the
report
The will make consultations with relevant scientists and persons at FIRRI and Fisheries
Resources Department on information, data and advice. The preparation will also
involve going through the published information on the relevant topics. The draft report
is to be presented at another LVEMP Fisheries Synthesis workshop scheduled for
6-9 July 2005 at Colline Hotel, Mukono.
The National Consultant will have input of the information in form of trend data and
information.
The final Fish Stock Assessment synthesis report is to be presented in four sub-chapters
as follows:
• Hdroacoustic biomass data on Nile perch, Caridina nilotica and haplochromines.
• Trawl biomass estimates in Lake Victoria, Uganda.
• Catch Assessment Surveys (CAS) and Frame Surveys in Lake Victoria, Uganda.
• Experimental gill net fishery of Lake Victoria, Uganda.
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been able to collect large amounts of data and information during the LVEMP and from
other sources, analyses are often basic and data are not used to their full potential.
This report covers the Consultancy for input into the LVEMP Fisheries Synthesis Report
chapter on "Fish Stock Assessment". The LVEMP Fisheries Synthesis Report is to
document changes in Biodiversity, Fisheries Industry and Management that have taken
place over the recent decades. It is to provide an overview of the present knowledge
and status of the fish and fisheries of Lake Victoria as well as identify past changes and
continuing trends that may require closer monitoring or remedial action. The aim of the
LVEMP Fisheries Synthesis Report is to provide detailed information nd spatial
resolution at the regional scale to support fisheries decision making on Lake Victoria's
fisheries resources.
The Fish Stock Assessment synthesis report covers the following areas:
a. Hdroacoustic biomass data on Nile perch, Caridina nilotica and haplochromines.
b. Trawl biomass estimates (catch rates, weight and length by species and depth) for
the major commercial fish species.
c. Catch Assessment Surveys (CAS) and Frame Surveys (Time series data required).
d. Experimental gill net data (adhoc data series).
The terms of reference for the Consultancy were as follows:
1. Collect relevant information and data both from LVEMP and outside LVEMP.
2. Identify other sources of relevant information/data.
3. Consolidate and format the data in order to bring out spatial and temporal
dimensions. This will enable condensing the data in relation to geographical zones.
4. Analyze data to bring out trends over time, with consultations on statistics at any
level, with experts in statistical analyses.
5. Ensure production of a quality report.
6. Participate in the national workshops.
7. Present a satisfactory synthesis report for the Chapter as input to the overall
Fisheries Synthesis Report.
The preparation of this report involved consultations with relevant scientists and persons
at FIRRI and Fisheries Resources department on information, data and advice. The
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preparation also involved going through the published information on the relevant topics.
The LVEMP workshops on the Synthesis Report (27-29 June 2005 and 6-9 July 2005)
provided inputs to this report.
The Fish Stock Assessment synthesis report is presented in four sub-chapters as
follows:
• Hdroacoustic biomass data on Nile perch, Caridina nilotica and haplochromines.
• Trawl biomass estimates in Lake Victoria, Uganda.
• Catch Assessment Surveys (CAS) and Frame Surveys in Lake Victoria, Uganda.
• Experimental gill net fishery of Lake Victoria, Uganda.
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I3. HYDROACOUSTICS BIOMASS DATA ON NILE PERCH, CARIDINA NILOTICA
AND HAPLOCHROMINES
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Lake-wide acoustic surveys were conducted at six-monthly intervals from August 1999
until August 2001 (Getabu, 2003; Tumwebaze, 2003), and a further survey was carried
out in August 2002 (Marine Fisheries Services Ltd, 2002). They were carried out partly
to complement the bottom trawl surveys, but also to provide quantitative information on
species abundance in the pelagic zone. These surveys were used to reveal spatial
distribution of fish stocks within the water column.
3.2. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The total biomass index changed little over the two years of the acoustic survey
programme (Table 1). At the species level, however, there were considerable changes in
the composition of the .ichthyomass. The Nile perch (Lales nilolicus) stock declined
progressively over the surveys, but the index of the small pelagics (the small pelagic
group comprises dagaa (Raslrineobola argenlea) and all the Haplochromis species
combined) increased substantially over the same period. There is an apparent general
degradation of the Nile perch stock of about 40% from about 1.6 to 0.9 million tonnes
between August 1999 and September 2001, which coincided with the huge expansion of
fishing pressure on the stocks over this time period (see section 3.3). The stocks of
Caridina fluctuated markedly
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ITable 1. Acoustic abundance indices (Standing Crop (tonnes with 95% confidence
limits)) from five lake-wide surveys conducted in Lake Victoria between
August 1999 and September 2001.
Rastrineobola
Period Lates niloticus Caridina niloticus argentea &
haplochromines
August 1999 1936000:t194000 18000:t4000 387000:t48000
February 2000 1161000:t65000 32000:t9000 678000:t73000
August 2000 1355000:t129000 11000:t1800 774000:t48000
February 2001 839000:t184000 36000:t16000 1016000:t97000
August 2001 1290000:t129000 20000:t5000 1210000:t48000
--+- Lates niloticus
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••• !i1} .• Caridina nilotica
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?t._._.-'~'-
/
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Fig.1. Estimated biomass (tonnes) in Lake Victoria
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ITo estimate relative abundance, the acoustic indices were calibrated against the bottom
trawl survey data, since there was a one-year overlap between both programmes, and in
the case of the Nile perch, the findings from the trawl surveys are considered the best
abundance estimates available at present. Comparing the results obtained during the
overlap period provided a calibration factor of 0.57, which was used to convert the
acoustic index to an abundance estimate. By combining the trawl and acoustic data in
this way, the abundance estimates were determined to the full three years covered by
the two programmes. There is a reasonable scientific basis for the conversion factor
applied in Lake Victoria based on earlier studies (Kudhongania & Cordone, 1974; Witte
& van Densen, 1995). The results indicated that the Nile perch standing stock continued
to fall after the end of the trawl series. By September 2001, it had declined to 540 000 t.
Nile also exhibited seasonal dispersion patterns, which are probably linked to rainy
seasons and possibly spawning activity. In general, high biomass indices occurred in
inshore waters, especially the areas to the north of latitude 00030'S, south of latitude
01°15'S and in the Kenyan waters of Nyanza Gulf. Of importance, however, is the poor
representation of the stocks in offshore regions of the lake. This is critical because the
perceptions that there are untapped resources in the middle of the lake are not
necessarily valid, and these may not support increased exploitation. Nile perch seem to
increase in abundance in deeper open, offshore waters in the August/September period,
coincident with the onset of the rainy season and a potential spawning period for the
species in Lake Victoria. This period also overlaps with the timing of highest landings
(based on volume of fish passing through processing factories in Uganda).
The biomass estimate for the survey (in January/February 2001) was 861 000 t for all
species. This was broken down into: 12 370 t for dagaa, 76 420 t for haplochromines,
700 690 t for Nile perch and 72 520 for B. profundus and Caridina combined. The
overall estimate of 861 000 t shows a slight fall from the February survey in 2000
(901 000 t), but considerably higher than the estimate from the August survey of 672 000
t. (Reid, 2001).
Total biomass estimates for Lake Victoria (during the survey of August/September 2001)
were: 55 000 t for dagaa, 650 000 t for haplochromine cichlids, 1 240 000 t for Nile
perch. The distribution of the pelagic fish was widespread, although there were
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I
significantly less fish detected in the central (deeper) parts of the lake. Areas, which
contained substantial concentrations, included Speke Gulf, the area north of Ukara
Island, Shirati - in Tanzania -, Nyanza Gulf and its approaches (in Kenya) and the
inshore areas of the eastern Ugandan coast. (Fernandes, 2001).
The spatial and temporal variability in abundance of Nile perch in Lake Victoria is
important for management. This suggests that Nile perch stocks may move
considerable distances but also occupy preferred habitats, especially shallow inshore
waters and areas around islands.
It was also observed that the results for the target strength (TS) of R. argentea were
uncertain due to high mortality of the captive fish during the experiments (Cowx, 2005).
The partitioning of the total biomass between species, based on echo-traces, was also
uncertain. This, therefore, means that the acoustic estimates are not reliable as
absolute abundance figures, instead they should be considered as abundance indices.
3.3. CONCLUSIONS
• The hydroacoustic surveys corroborate the output of the bottom trawl surveys. They
highlight the considerable spatial and temporal changes in distribution and
abundance of Nile perch.
• Nile perch are distributed throughout the lake, but there is a greater concentration in
the shallow inshore waters.
• The abundance of Nile perch appears to have declined over the duration of the
surveys.
• The biomass of the small pelagic species increased during the period of the surveys,
may be as a result of reduced predation pressure from the declining Nile perch
stocks.
3.4. RECOMMENDATIONS
If acoustic surveys are required to produce abundance estimates rather than the indices
of the fish stocks in Lake Victoria, it is recommended that:
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I• further experiments to clarify the target strength (TS) of important lake species
should be done, and
• research should also be done for the partitioning of the echo-traces.
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4. TRAWL BIOMASS ESTIMATES IN LAKE VICTORIA, UGANDA
4.1. INTRODUCTION
The most important fisheries independent survey programme that has taken place on
Lake Victoria was the intensive trawl surveys. The main aim of this activity was to
assess the structure and dynamics of the fish stocks.
The first lakewide fish stock assessment trawl survey was undertaken by the
FAO/UNDP/EAFFRO during the period 1969/71 (Kudhongania and Cordone, 1974).
This survey reported the dominance of Haplochromis spp, contributing about 83% of
the biomass. Subsequent surveys in the northern portion of Lake Victoria, during the
period 1881/85, (Okaronon el al., 1985; Okaronon and Kamanyi, 1986), indicated the
establishment of the intro~uced Nile perch (Lales nilolicus) whose contribution
increased from less than 0.1% (by weight) during 1969/71 to about 96% in 1985.
The Hap/ochromis spp contribution declined to about 1% in 1985.
The other trawl surveys that have been carried out in the Uganda sector of Lake
Victoria included the 1993/95 (Oka(onon, 1994), 1997/2000 LVFRP/FIRI survey
(Okaronon el al., 1999; Okaronon, 2003) and the IFMP/FIRRI survey of 2003/2005.
These surveys were aimed at assessing the structure and dynamics of the Nile perch
and, to some extent, the tilapia and haplochromine fish stocks of the lake.
The areas sampled during the 1997/2000 and subsequent bottom trawl surveys are
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Map of Lake Victoria showing the grids (15x15 nautical miles) sampled
(shaded) in the Ugandan sector during the bottom trawl surveys.
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4.2. RESULTS
Fish species composition
Over 20 fish taxa (excluding the Hap/ochromis complex), belonging to 16 genera,'
were encountered during the FAO/UNDP/EAFFRO bottom trawl survey conducted on
Lake Victoria during 1969/71 (Kudhongania and Cordone, 1974; Table 1). The fish
species composition in the bottom trawl surveys, in the Uganda part of Lake Victoria,
has declined to 16 fish taxa (14 genera) during the 1997/2000 (Okaronon et aI.,
1999; and Okaronon, 2003) and 7 fish taxa (6 genera) in March 2005.
The haplochromines dominated the fishery during the 1969/71 survey, contributing
83% of the fish biomass; this dominance of the haplochromines declined to 2.1% (by
weight) in 1985 and its contribution to bottom trawl catches was estimated as 5.3% in
March 2005 (Table 2, Fig. 2). The introduced Lates ni/oticus, which contributed less
than 0.1% of the bottom trawl biomass during 1989/71, became established and
increasingly dominated the Lake Victoria fishery; its contribution increased to 96.7%
(by weight) during 1993/95 and currently (March 2005) contributes 74% of the
biomass (Table 2, Fig. 2). The contribution of Oreochromis niloticus, an introduced
species, has,increased from less than 1% during 1969/71 to 12% in 2000 and 16.7%
in March 2005.
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Table 1. Fish species composition during bottom trawling in the Uganda
sector of Lake Victoria. (P = present, - = absent)
1969- 1981- 1997-
Fish species 1971 1985 2000 2003 2005
Aethiomastacembelus frenatus P P
Bagrus docmak P P P
Barbus altianalis P
Barbus spp P P P P
Brycinus spp P P
Clarias gariepinus P P P
Gnathonemus longibarbis P
Haplochromis spp P P P P P
Labeo victorianus P P P
Lates niloticus P P P P P
Mormyrus kannume P P
Oreochromis esculentus P P
Oreochromis leucostictus P P P
Oreochromis niloticus P P P P P
Oreochromis variabilis P P
Protopterus aethiopicus P P P P
Schilbe intermedius P P
Synodontis afrofischeri P P P P P
Synodontis victoriae P P P P
Tilapia rendalli P
Tilapia zillii P P P P
Xenoclarias eupogon P P
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Table 2. Contribution of Lates niloticus, Oreochromis niloticus and haplochromines
(percentage by weight) to the fish catches during the bottom trawl survey in
Lake Victoria, Uganda
Survey Percentage contribution (:1:95% confidence limits)
Period Lates niloticus Oreochromis niloticus Haplochromines
1969/71 0.10:1:0.0 0.40:1:0.2 83.00:1:3.0
1981 0.90:1:0.4 2.10:1:0.2 91.10:1:2.5
1982 11.60:1:0.8 1.80:1:0.3 8100:1:3.7
1983 16.20:1:1.2 1.40:1:0.4 76.20:1:1.9
1984 57.70:1:1.8 0.70:1:0.2 42.20:1:1.5
1985 95.70:1:2.7 1.80:1:0.3 2.10:t0.1
1993/95 96.70:1:1.8 2.80:1:0.2 0.20:1:0.1
1998 94.30:1:3.0 4.50:1:0.3 1.10:1:0.2
1999 91.10:1:2.9 4.40:1:0.5 3.60:1:0.1
2000 85.10:1:3.7 12.00:1:0.2 2.30:t0.2
2003 71.00:1:2.8 15.80:t0.6 12.50:1:0.2
2005 (March) 74.60:1:2.4 16.70:1:0.4 5.30:t0.2
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Fig. 2: Fish catch composition (% by weight:l: 95% confidence limits)
from bottom trawl surveys in the Uganda sector of lake Victoria
The fish distribution and abundance
The mean catch rates for L. nilo/icus, during the bottom trawl surveys in the Ugandan
part of lake Victoria, increased from about 0.04:1:0.0 t in 1969/71 to 12.00:1:1.1 t in
1999, declined to 3.60:1:1.0 t in 2003, then increased to 7.20:1:1.2 (Table 3, Fig. 3).
The mean catches of O. niloticus also increased from 0.15:1:0.0 t during 1969/71 to
1.61:1:0.2t in March 2005.
Mean catch rates for L. nilo/icus generally declined with increasing water depth
(Table 4, Fig. 4). Mean catches >10 t km-2 were recorded during 1999 in waters 4-10
m deep, and in 1999 and 2000 in waters 20-30 m and 30-40 m deep. Catches of L.
ni/o/icus in waters 40-50 m were less than 1 t km-2 during the period 1998-March
2005 (Table 4, Fig. 4).
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Table 3. Mean catch rates (tonnes km-2 :I: 95% confidence limits) for Lales nilolicus
and Oreochromis niloticus during the bottom trawl surveys in Lake Victoria,
Uganda
Survey Period Mean catch rates (tonnes km-' :I: 95% confidence limits)
Lales niloticus Oreochromis niloticus
1969/71 0.04:1:0.0 0.15:1:0.0
1981 0.23:1:0.0 0.62:1:0.1
1982 1.91:1:0.2 0.30:1:0.0
1983 2.61:1:0.3 0.23:1:0.4
1985 6.74:1:0.9 0.13:1:0.1
1993/95 7.00:1:0.5 0.20:1:0.2
1998 4.75:1:0.4 0.22:1:0.1
1999 12.00:1:1.1 0.57:1:0.2
2000 9.49:1:0.7 1.34:1:0.2
2003 3.60:1:1.0 0.80:1:0.2
2005 (March) 7.20:1:1.2 1.61:1:0.2
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Fig. 3: Fish catch per unit area (t km-2 :I: 95% confidence limits) from bottom
trawl surveys in the Uganda sector of Lake Victoria.
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Table 4. Mean catch rates (tonnes km,2 :I:95% confidence limits) for Lates niloticus
by water depth during the bottom trawl surveys in Lake Victoria, Uganda
Survey Mean catch rates (tonnes km,2 :I: 95% confidence limits) by water
Period depth (metres)
4-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50
1993/95 6.70:1:1.3 7.34:1:1.5 6.60:1:1.8 6.53:1:1.4 1.32:1:0.2
1998 6.34:1:1.5 5.90:1:1.3 2.59:1:0.9 1.37:l:2.6 0.07:1:0.2
1999 11.27:1:3.2 7.06:1:1.6 11.53:1:3.4 10.50:1:4.8 0.51:1:0.9
2000 9.02:1:2.6 8.26:1:1.8 13.20:1:5.3 10.59:1:5.0 0.32:1:0.0
2003 4.95:1:0.9 4.36:1:1.1 2.15:1:0.7 3.60:1:1.4
2005 (March) 8.85:1:3.0 6.02:1:2.2 8.33:1:1.6 4.56:1:4.0 0.32:1:0.0
20052003
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Fig. 4: Fish catch per unit area (t km,2 :I:95% confidence limits) by water depth
from bottom trawl surveys in the Uganda sector of Lake Victoria.
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Mean catches of L. niloticus were highest in the 20-30 m waters (30,28:1:5.8 t km'2) of
Zone I during the survey of 2000 (Table 5, Fig. 5). In Zone II, the highest mean catch
rates for L. niloticus were recorded in waters 20-30 m (13.00:1:2.1 t km'2) and 30-40 m
(15.35:1:3.2 t km-2) during the 1999 survey. Similarly, the highest mean catches for L.
niloticus in Zone III were recorded during the 1999 survey in 4-10 m (19.95:1:3.0 t km-
2) and 20-30 m (10.03:1:2.5 t km-2).
Table 5. Mean catch rates (tonnes km-2 :I:95% confidence limits) for Lates niloticus
by Zone and water depth during the bottom trawl surveys in Lake Victoria,
Uganda
Zone Survey Mean catch rates (tonnes km-
2 :I: 95% confidence
Period limits) by water depth (metres)
4-10 10-20 20-30 30-40
I 1998 4.80:1:0.0 8.45:1:2.7 0.76:1:0.5 0.31:1:0.5
1999 3.59:1:2.0 6.22:1:2.7 12.12:1:5.6 1.54:1:2.2
2000 16.28:1:2.2 10.85:1:4.0 30.28:1:5.8 12.77:1:2.9
2003
2005 (March) 10.20:1:3.0 12.10:1:2.2 8.33:1:1.6 4.56:1:1.2
II 1998 6.43:1:1.5 6.46:1:1.7 2.88:1:1.2 5.18:1:1.9
1999 9.22:1:3.0 9.64:1:2.3 13.00:1:2.1 15.35:1:3.2
2000 5.88:1:1.9 8.33:1:2.0 6.55:1:2.3 6.64:1:2.7
2003 3.83:1:2.4 2.63:1:1.6 1.43:1:0.4 2.75:1:0.3
2005 (March) 6.02:1:3.0 8.40:1:2.2 7.80:1:1.6 4.56:1:4.0
III 1998 6.18:1:2.3 4.31:1:2.1 3.00:1:2.3 0.09:1:0.2
1999 19.90:1:3.0 5.26:1:1.8 10.03:1:2.5 5.15:1:1.1
2000 13.00:1:2.4 6.08:1:2.7 10.62:1:2.2 3.84:1:1.4
2003 3.41:1:0.3 7.43:1:1.1 2.66:1:0.5 5.05:1:0.1
2005 (March) 7.94:1:3.0 10.30:1:2.2 12.53:1:1.6 3.89:1:0.4
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Fig. 5. Mean catch rates (tonnes km.2 :I:95% confidence limits) for Lates niloticus
by zone and water depth during the bottom trawl surveys in Lake Victoria,
Uganda.
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Fish biomass
Fish biomass is a product of catch per unit area (CPUA) and area of a given habitat.
CPUA (thus biomass) of L. niloticus generally declined in the sampled grids during
the survey in March 2005 compared to during the January-March 1997-2000 survey
(Table 6, Fig. 6).
Table 6: Estimated. biomass (tonnes :I:S.E.) for Lates niloticus from bottom
trawl surveys in the Uganda sector of Lake Victoria during January-
March 1997-2000, July-August 2003 and March 2005
Water Water Biomass (tonnes)
Depth Area
(metres) (km2) Jan-March July-August March
1997-2000 2003 2005
4-10 3744 34887:1:5412 18516:1:3472 33322:1:11232
.10-20 3584 31930:1:3421 15639:1:4073 21504:1:7885
20-30 2842 32683:1:9249 6097:1:2119 23587:1:4547
30-40 2025 11321:1:4326. 7290:1:2909 9315:1:8100
4-40 12195 114411:1:12639 43680:1:6763 87915:1:14967
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The biomass of L niloticus in the 4-40 m waters dropped by 23.2% from
114411:1:14967t during the January-March 1997-2000 survey to 87915:1:14967t
during the survey in March 2005 (Table 6, Fig. 7). The biggest drop of biomass of
32.2% was recorded in the 10-20 m depth area and the lowest drop of 4.5% was in
the 4-10 m waters (Fig. 7). The recorded pressure in the 10-20 m waters is a result
of increased fishing effort in this area, targeting L niloticus (of 50-85 em TL) for the
Fish Processing plants.
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Fig. 7: Estimated biomass (tonnes :I: S.E.) for Lates niloticus from bottom
trawl surveys in the Uganda sector of Lake Victoria during January-
March.1997-2000, July-August 2003 and March 2005
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Population structure of Lates niloticus
•
38.3:t3.0% (by weight) of Lates niloticus caught during the bottom trawl survey in
March 2005 was the recommended harvestable fish (;;'50 cm total length) compared
to 53.4:t5.6 % during the survey of January-March 1997-2000 (Fig. 8). Higher
proportions of mature L. niloticus (;;'50 cm total length) were recorded in Zone II
(35.8:t3.7%) and Zone III (38.0:t3.2%) during the March 2005 survey compared to
31.4:t4.0% and 30.9:t3.5% during January-March 1997-2000 in the same zones,
respectively (Fig. 8). Only 27.8% of L. niloticus caught during the July/August 2003
survey was the recommended harvestable fish (;;'50 em total length),
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III March 2005
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Figure 8. Proportion (% by weight) of recommended harvestable Lates
niloticus (;;'50 em Tl) during bottom trawling in the Uganda sector
of lake Victoria during January-March 1997-2000 and March 2005.
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4.3. DISCUSSION
During the the lakewide bottom trawl of 169/71 (Kudhongania and Cordone, 1974),
24 fsih taxa in 21 genera were encountered in .addition to the abundant
haplochromine cichlids. The species diversity and the biomass density decreased
with increasing water depth. The catches were dominated by the haplochromine
cichlids that contributed 83% of the biomass; the introduced Lates niloticus then
contributed less than 0.1%.
During the bottom trawl surveys in the northern portion of Lake Victoria (Uganda) in
1981-85, the contribution of the haplochromine cichlids declined from 83% (by
weight) in 1969/71 to 2.1% in 1985 while the introduced L. niloticus' contribution
increased from less than 0.1% to about 96% during the same period (Okaronon et
aI., 1985; Okaronon and Kamanyi, 1986). During the 1981/85 survey, the introduced
Oreochromis niloticus had increased it contibution from 0.5% in 1969/71 to about 2%
in 1985 Lates niloticus has continued to dominate the bottom trawl catches but it
contribution declined to 71% (by weight) in 2003 The contribution of O. niloticus has
increased to about 16% by 2003.
The mean catch rate in Lake Victoria for all fish species in bottom trawls was 8.9
tonnes km-2 in 1999/2000 and about 7 tonnes km.2 This is substantially less than
36.7 tonnes km-2 recorded during a similar survey done in 1969/71 (Kudhongania
and Cordone, 1974). The differences reflect the substantial ecological changes
which occurred in Lake Victoria over the past three decades.
Substantantial differences in the catch rates were found between shallow and deep
parts of the Ugandan part of the lake. There was a greater abundance of L niloticus in
areas betweem 10 m and 40 m during the 1997/2000 and subsequent surveys
compared to the situation during the 1969/71 survey, when the catch rates generally
decreased with increasing water depth. Catches in deeper waers during the
1997/2000 and subsequent surveys were small, even zero in some cases. This again
was linked to the thermal and oxygen strata in the water column during the
1997/2000 and subsequent surveys, which renders deeper waters inaaccessible to
fish at certain times of the year.
During the 1997/2000 and subsequent bottom trawl surveys on the Ugandan part of
the lake, some differences in the distribution of Nile perch between the different
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zones was evident.. Notably, was the lesser abundance of Nile part in waters deeper
than 10m in Zone III, on the eastern side of the lake. This may reflect the more
intense fishing pressure in thie zone compared with the western region (Zone I).
During the recent surveyin March 2005, however, the catches in Zone III showed
some improvement may be as a result of the enforcement measures in the area.
During 1999-2000, the mean abundance of L. ni/oticus was nearly 700 000 tonnes for
the whole lake (about 300000 tonnes for the Ugandan part) (Okaronon, 2003). A
decline was observed thereafter. Catches appear to peak in the third quarter of each
year (Okaronon, 2003), which coincides with the higher biomass estimates found
during hydroacoustic surveys (Getabu, 2003; Tumwebaze, 2003) and the higher
volumes of fish passing through the processing factories at this time.
4.4. CONCLUSIONS
• The fish species diversity in the bottom trawl surveys in Lake Victoria declined
from a multi-species dominated by the haplochromines during the 1969/71
survey to a fishery of a few species currently dominated by the introduced
Nile perch (L. niloticus)
• L. niloticus continued to dominate the bottom trawl catches since about1983
but its contribution declined from about 90% (by weight) during 1997-2000 to
74.6% during March 2005.
4.5. RECOMMENDATIONS
• Regular trawl surveys to monitor the changes in the fish stocks should be
continued; adequate coverage of all habitats (including waters >40 m) should
is required.
• Survey of untrawlable areas (including water columns above about 3 m from
the bottom), using graded gill nets, should be considered.
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5. CATCH ASSESSMENT SURVEYS (CAS) AND FRAME SURVEYS IN LAKE
VICTORIA,UGANDA.
5.1. FRAME SURVEY
5.1.1. INTRODUCTION
To date, eight frame surveys have been carried out in the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria.
The first three surveys were conducted in the early 1970s: in 1970 by the Wild Life
Services Ltd (Wild Life Services Ltd, 1970), in 1971 by EAFFRO/FAO (Wetherall, 1972)
and in 1972 by the Fisheries Department (Dhatemwa & Walker, 1972). The latter two
were aerial counts of fishing crafts and fish landing sites. The following numbers of
fishing boats were reported in the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria: 2643 in 1970, 3264 in
1971 and 3002 in 1972 (Muhoozi, 2002). From then up to 1988, baseline information
concerning fishing effort was partly updated using time series and monthly annual
reports from the Fisheries Department regional offices (Nyeko & Acere, 1990). In 1988
the Planning Department of the Ministry of Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAIF) carried
out a nationwide fisheries survey, including Lake Victoria. This survey estimated a total
of 3470 fishing boats on the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria. However, there were
serious doubts about the design, methodology used and operational aspects of the 1988
frame survey. Okaronon and Kamanyi (1990) considered the results of this frame
survey unreliable and recommended another frame survey because the number of
operating boats were believed to have been grossly underestimated.
A comprehensive frame survey was carried out by the FAO funded project for Fisheries
Statistics and Information System (UGN87/007), in close collaboration with the Fisheries
Department, from 3 September to 20 December 1990. This survey covered the whole
Uganda part of the lake, taking a full record of the major fishing factors. The initial plan
was to carry out the survey within a period not exceeding 21 days to minimise errors
arising from the fast changing dynamics in the fishery. However, due to operational
problems that required sharing facilities, it was conducted in phases and lasted almost 4
months. Gross errors of omission and duplication could have occurred, although it is
reported that maximum care was taken to avoid them (Tumwebaze & Coenen, 1991).
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Despite the long duration, the exercise was thorough, taking record of landings with only
one fishing boat.
The most recent surveys were carried out from 22-25 March 2000, 10-14 April 2002 and
2004. The 2000 Frame Survey was unique in its planning and execution. It was
planned at the regional level and carried out at the same time over the whole lake. It
was funded by two regional projects, i.e. the Lake Victoria Environment Management
Project (LVEMP) and the Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project (LVFRP) and co-
ordinated by the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation (LVFO). Data obtained in the
Lake Victoria 2000-frame survey provided the most current and complete information on
the magnitude and distribution of fishing effort on the lake (Muhoozi, 2002).
The two surveys, in 1990 and 2000, seem to be most comprehensive with complete
coverage of the lake shoreline, both on the mainland and the numerous islands. In
addition to the counts of landing sites and fishing crafts, they (together with the 2002 and
2004 frame surveys) made a total inventory of fishing boat characteristics, i.e. boat type,
size and mode of propulsion, number of crew, and composition of fishing gear.
The frame survey results show the current magnitude and distribution of fishing effort in
the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria and how it has changed over time. They show
changes in the qualitative characteristics of fishing effort that occurred over time in
different regions of the Ugandan part of the lake, which include (I) composition of fishing
boats, (ii) composition of fishing gears, and (iii) the number of gear units per boat.
5.1.2. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Spatial changes in numbers of fishing boats
The overall total number of the main three categories of fishing boats (parachute/dugout,
paddled Sesse and motorized Sesse) increased from 2643 in 1970 to 8000, 15612 and
18642, in 1999, 2000 and 2002, respectively, then dropped to 16595 in 2004 (Table 1
Fig.1».
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Table 1. Estimated number of fishing boats in the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria.
(** Involves data from Mukono District, which data is available for the district
and cannot be split accurately)
Region 1970 1971 1972 1988 1990 2000 2002 2004
%
Change
.
1990 vs
2000
Jinja 2005 3882 ** **
93.6
Entebbe 2491 4092 ** **
64.3
Tororo 1598 3739 4748 4384
134.0
Sesse 1166 2453 3145 2532
110.4
Masaka 740 1296 1280 1210
75.1
Total 2643 3264 3002 3470 8000 15642 18612 16595
Note: Jinja Region (= the districts of Jinja and Mukono (East of Katosi»
Entebbe Region (= the districts of Mukono (West of Katosi), Wakiso, Kampala and
Mpigi)
Torero Region (= the districts of Busia, Bugiri and Mayuge)
Sesse Region (= Kalangala District)
Masaka Region (= Masaka and Rakai Districts)
Going by region as of the 1990 frame survey, the largest increase in number of boats
was in the eastern region of Tororo from 1598 to 3739 boats, an increase of 134.0% in
2000. Second was the Sesse region - 1166 to 2453 boats (110.4%), followed by Jinja
region - 2005 to 3882 boats (93.6%), and Masaka region - 740 to 1276 (75.1%). The
Entebbe region had the least increase of 64.3% from 2491 to 4092 boats (Muhoozi,
2002).
The Jinja region had the highest increase in number of parachute/dugout boats from 189
in 1990 to 1166 boats in 2000, an increase of 518.5%. Next was the Sesse region from
100 to 467 boats, a 367% increase, followed by Tororo from 749 to 1860 boats
(148.3%). In the Entebbe region these parachute/dugout boats increased by 131.5%
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from 578 to 1338 while Masaka region had the least increase of 88.6% from 412 to 777
boats. Overall, parachute/dugout fishing boats increased by a factor of 176.4% from
2030 boats in 1990 to 5611 in 2000 (Table 2).
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Fig. 1. Estimated number of fishing boats in the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria
The highest increase in number of Sesse paddled boats was in the Sesse region from
840 boats in 1990 to 1530 boats in 2000, an increase of 82.1 % followed by a 40%
increase -during the same period - from 1537 to 2155 boats in the Jinja region, 34.4%
(1775 -2386 boats) in the Entebbe region and 12.5% (728 - 819 boats) in the Tororo
region. The number of Sesse paddled boats remained the same in the Masaka region
during the Frame Survey period 1990 and 2000. Overall, paddled Sesse boats
increased by a factor of 39.2% from 5122 boats in 1990 to 7132 boats in 2000.
In the eastern zone of Tororo the number of motorised Sesse boats increased by
291.7% from 121 boats in 1990 to 474 boats in 2000. Masaka region followed with a
197.8% increase from 86 to 256 boats, Entebbe by 146.4% from 138 to 340 boats, then
Sesse region from 226 to 449 boats (98.6%), and lastly Jinja region from 279 to 480
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boats (72.0%). Overall, motorized boats increased by 135.7% from 849 boats in 1990 to
1999 boats in 2000.
Table 2. The category of fishing boats in Uganda part of lake Victoria, reported during
the Frame Surveys.
Boat Category Region 1990 2000 2002 2004 % change
1990 vs
2000
Parachutel Jinja 189 1169 518.5
dugout Entebbe 578 1338 131.5
Tororo 749 1860 148.3
Sesse 100 467 367.0
Masaka 412 777 88.6
Total 2030 5611 176.4
Sesse Jinja 1537 2155 40.0
paddled Entebbe 1775 2386 34.4
Tororo 728 819 12.5
Sesse 840 1530 82.1
Masaka 242 242 Nil
Total 5122 7132 39.2
Sesse Jinja 279 480 72.0
powered Entebbe 138 340 146.4
Tororo 121 474 291.7
Sesse 226 449 98.6
Masaka 86 226 197.8
Total 849 1999 135.7
Total 8000 15642 18612 16595
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Changes in fishing gears
The majority, 80-98%, of the 2030 parachute/dugout fishing boats in 1990 used gillnets.
Although gillnets remained the major fishing gear for these boats, diversification to use
of other fishing gears, to different extents in different regions was noted in 2000 ( Table
2; Muhoozi, 2002). Overall among parachute/dugout boats, the use of gillnets declined
from 88.0% of boats in 1990 to 64.6% in 2000, but the number of these boats using
gillnets increased from 1457 in 1990 to 3667 in 2000, an increase.152%. Prominent
among the gears substituting gillnets were cast nets (0.4% in 1990 to 10.1% in 2000),
traps (3.9% in 1990 to 7.6% in 2000) and hand lines (0.9% in1990 to 6.6% in 2000).
Overall among paddled Sesse boats, the use of gillnets declined from 77.6% of the
boats in 1990 to 52.0% in 2000, but the number of boats using gillnets increased from
3692 to 3901, a 6% increase. Prominent among the gears substituting gillnets were
mosquito nets (5.6% in 1990 to 21.6% in 2000), cast nets (0.9% in 1990 to 6.0% in
2000) and hand lines (0.5% in 1990 to 5.2% in 2000).
Motorized Sesse boats were almost exclusively gill-netters in 1990, but there was a shift
to other gears, mainly mosquito seines and long lines, by 2000. Overall" the proportion
of motorized boats using gillnets declined from 98.6% in 1990 to 78.7% in 2000,
whereas those using mosquito seines increased from 0.4% to 12.4%, long lines 0.9% to
7.2% and hand lines 0.5% to 1.3%.
•
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5.2. CATCH ASSESSMENT SURVEY OF LAKE VICTORIA, UGANDA
5.2.1. INTRODUCTION
The fisheries of the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria are entirely artisanal in nature.
Fishing is undertaken from small boats propelled by paddle, sailor outboard motor. All
fishing operations are of small-scale and manual. Fishing operations of boats powered
by paddle are limited to near shore waters, whereas the sailed and motorized boats
venture offshore. The fish catches are landed at numerous beaches located on the
mainland shoreline and offshore islands, mainly because of the limited range of
operation of fishing boats. Recording of the fish catches is difficult given the disperse
nature of the fishery and landing sites leading to a critical lack of reliable information
about the fishery.
Catch assessment is one of the major responsibilities of the Fisheries Department field
staff in Uganda. The functions of the Fisheries Department were decentralised to the
local administrations in the districts in the mid 1990s leaving a skeleton staff at the
centre that has little control over the daily activities of the fisheries field staff. They are
accountable to the districts and are no longer obliged to report directly to the centre.
Their work schedule is also guided by the priorities set by the individual districts, which
emphasize revenue collection and social services, and little or no attention is paid to
catch assessment. The decentralisation resulted in no functioning catch assessment
system on Ugandan part of Lake Victoria.
5.2.2. RESULTS
Estimated total annual catches
Table 3 and Figure 2 show annual fish production in the Uganda waters during the
period 1961-2003. Fishery production in Lake Victoria increased considerably from
13 000 tonnes during 1982, following the establishment of the Nile perch, to a peak of
135 000 tonnes in 1993 before dropping to about 103 000 tonnes in 1999 (Okaronon,
2003). It rose again, peaking at 175 300 tonnes in 2003 (Table 3, Fig. 2).
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Table . Annual fish production (plus estimated number of fishing boats) in the Uganda
part of Lake Victoria 1961-2003. (- = no record)
Year Fish Fishing CPUE Year Fish Fishing CPUE
Yield Boats (per Yield Boats (per boat)
(tonnes) boat) (tonnes) (tonnes)
(tonnes)
1961 25500 - - 1983 17000 - -
1962 23400 - - 1984 45400 - -
1963 24400 - - 1985 56500 - -
1964 24400 - - 1986 80800 - -
1965 24400 - - 1987 93200 - -
1966 26000 - - 1988 107100 3470 30.9
1967 38200 - - 1989 132400 - -
1968 40500 - - 1990 119900 8000 15.0
1969 46100 - - 1991 118000 - -
1970 41 700 2643 15.8 1992 120400 - -
1971 38100 3264 11.7 1993 135000 - -
1972 33900 3002 11.3 1994 103000 - -
1973 32500 - - 1995 106300 - -
1974 24500 - - 1996 106400 - -
1975 16900 - - 1997 106800 - -
1976 11100 - - 1998 105000 - -
1977 15700 - - 1999 104000 - -
1978 14200 - - 2000 133100 15642 8.5
1979 12100 - - 2001 131 800 - -
1980 10000 - - 2002 138100 18612 7.5
1981 17000 - - 2003 175300 - -
1982 13000 - -
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Fig. 2. Annual fish production in Uganda during the period 1961-2000
Annual estimate of total fish catches for the year 2000 indicated the Nile perch
contributed 72 632.2 t (41.4%) (Table 4), closely followed by R. argentea, 70959.4 t,
contributing 40.1% of the total catches. Nile tilapia contributed 29959.4 t (17.1%) and
all other fish species 2509.7 t (1.4%) (Muhoozi, 2002). The total yield of the Uganda
part of Lake Victoria was estimated at 175434.7 t for the year 2000, a 70.3% increase
from the 103000 tonnes estimated during 1995 (Table 4).
During 1995 Lates niJoticus contributed 61.8% of the catch (103000 tonnes), in the
Ugandan part of Lake Victoria: Oreochromis niJoticus and Rastrineobola argentea
contributed 23.3% and 12.9%, respectively (Odongkara and Okaronon, 1999). The
estimated catches in 1989 were 60 575 tonnes (Table 4; Okaronon and Kamanyi, 1990).
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Table 1. Estimated annual fish catches (tonnes) in the Uganda part of Lake Victoria.
(0. niloticus = Oreochromis niloticus, R. argentea = Rastrineobola argentea)
Fish species 1989 1995 2000/1
tonnes % tonnes % tonnes %
Lates niloticus 29737.0 49.1 63654.0 61.8 72632.2 41.4
0. niloticus 29887.0 49.3 23999.0 23.3 29959.4 17.1
R. argentea 13287.0 12.9 70333.5 40.1
Total 60575.0 103000.0 175434.7
Source: 1989 (Okaronon & Kamanyi, 1990)
1995 (Uganda Fisheries Department),
2000/1 (Muhoozi, 2002)
Estimated total quarterly fish catches
The highest fish catches, 51325.5 t comprising 19222.7 t of Nile perch, 23768.9 t of R.
argentea, 7600.3 t of Nile tilapia and 733.5 t of other fish species, were estimated for the
third quarter of the year 2000. The second quarters of 2000 and 2001 had the lowest
estimated total fish catches, 38247.2 and 37964.8 t, comprising 15925.5 t and 15741.4 t
of Nile perch, 13626.3 and 16641.4 of R. argentea, 7928.6 and 5116.1 t of Nile tilapia,
and 769.5 and 466.0 t of other species, respectively.
Spatial and temporal pattern of Nile perch and Nile tilapia catch rates
Nile tilapia
In the Nile tilapia fishery, the highest catch rates and contribution of large fish to the
catches of gillnets were observed at the beginning of the surveys (September 1999)
(Muhoozi, 2002). These high catch rates may have resulted from the four-month period
of a government ban on fishing prior to the start of the surveys. The ban on fishing is
likely to have overshadowed seasonal patterns in the first surveys, which became more
apparent in later months. These seasonal patterns in catch rates could be related to the
seasonal breeding cycles. Nile tilapia tends to spawn throughout the year but show
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peak breeding activity in periods correlated with rainy seasons (Lowe-McConnell, 1975;
Twongo, 1995; Balirwa, 1998). In Lake Victoria there are two breeding peaks, the first
and more prolonged phase commences sometime after the onset of the rainy period
towards the end of May and the second peak commencing after the onset of the short
rainy season towards the end of October, thus primarily associated with rising water
level (Balirwa, 1998).
Nile perch
In the Nile perch fishery, the lowest catch rates of paddled boats were in the central part
of the lake followed by the eastern part and highest in the western part of the lake. The
catch per unit of effort CPUE) for boats operating passively set gillnets which operate in
shallow inshore waters showed the same pattern.
The catch rates of Nile perch, during the 1999 and 2000 surveys, did not show any
related seasonal patterns in the three zones but the overall mean catches indicated
weak biannual peaks that suggest recruitment of the smallest Nile perch in the fishery in
the first and third quarters of the year. This pattern is probably related to biannual
spawning peaks associated with the two rain seasons in the year, although Nile perch in
Lake Victoria. appears to have a continuous breeding cycle throughout the year
(Muhoozi,2002).
Nile perch catch rates by motorized/sailed boatsduring 1999/2000 followed different
patterns in the three zones (Muhoozi, 2000), but overall they peaked in July to
September 2000, the same period when these boats selected a narrow range of Nile
perch sizes that appears to represent peak recruitment of a year class into the fishery.
The catch rates were significantly lower in the eastern part than in other parts of the
lake, reaffirming the effects of overfishing in this part of the lake.
Catch per Unit of effort
The catch per boat was estimated on the basis of the number of fishing boats estimated
during the frame surveys and the corresponding fish production estimates during the
Catch Assessment surveys. The annual catch per boat on the Ugandan part of Lake
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Victoria initially dropped from 15.8 tonnes in 1970 to 11.3 tonnes in 1972 (Table 3, Fig.
3). It then rose to 30.9 tonnes in 1988 before dropping to 7.5 tonnes by 2002.
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Fig. 3. Fish catch per boat (tonnes per annum) in the Uganda part of Lake Victoria
5.2.3. DISCUSSION
The Ni/e ti/apia fishery
Parachute and dugout boats (dugouts are rare), which operate gillnets, are specialised
in the Nile tilapia fishery. The size and shape of these boats make them vulnerable to
bad weather in open waters, therefore, they operate exclusively in sheltered bays and
near shore areas. Like the endemic tilapiines (Graham, 1929), the introduced Nile tilapia
in Lake Victoria is largely an inshore species thriving best in the littoral and sub-littoral
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areas, although large individuals can be encountered in the open waters to a maximum
depth of about 30 m (Jackson, 1971; Okaronon, 1994; Balirwa, 1998).
The Nile perch fishery
The two categories of Sesse boats, paddled and motorized/sailed, target Nile perch but
they differ in fishing strategies. The fishing operations of paddled Sesse boats are
restricted to shallow waters close to the home-landing site because of the limitations of
manual propulsion whereas the motorized Sesse boats extend further into deep offshore
waters. The differences in the depth ranges where these boats operate are also
reflected in the mode of gillnet operation. In paddled Sesse boats, gillnets are
predominantly set passively, Le. stationary at one site, anchored at the bottom of the
lake throughout the fishing period, whereas almost in all motorized/sailed boats, gillnets
are set in mid-waters and allowed to drift with the current. The choice of mode of
operation of gillnets is probably dictated by the distribution pattern of Nile perch, the
target fish species of these boats. In recent bottom trawl surveys conducted in the
Ugandan part of Lake Victoria (Okaronon, 1994; Okaronon et a/., 1999), catch rates of
Nile perch declined drastically with increasing water depth in waters exceeding 30 m
depth.
Another factor showing disaggregation between the fishing strategies of paddled boats
and those of motorized/sailed boats is the size of Nile perch they target. Small Nile
perch formed the bulk of the catches of paddled boats whereas motorized/sailed boats
caught larger fish. Recent bottom trawl data from the Ugandan part of the lake showed
higher abundance of the juvenile Nile perch in shallow waters <20 m deep than in
deeper waters (Okaronon et a/., 1999).
5.2.4. CONCLUSIONS
• The catch assessment and frame surveys provide valuable information on the status
of the fisheries of Lake Victoria.
• Catches of.Nile perch reached their peak in the mid 1990s as a result of expansion
to support a rapidly growing export market.
• More recently the fishery has shown signs of high exploitation. This is indicated by
reduced total landings and decreasing catch per unit of effort.
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5.2.5. RECOMMENDATIONS
• Biannual frame surveys to be continued to provide information on the changes of
fishing effort.
• Catch assessment surveys to be continued more regularly throughout the lake.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL Gill NET FISHERY OF lAKE VICTORIA, UGANDA
6.1. INTRODUCTION
lake Victoria had a multi-species fishery dominated until the 1970s by the tilapiine and
the haplochromine cichlids (Kudhongania and Cordone, 1974). From about 1930 to
1960, the fisheries of Lake Victoria were managed by controlling the mesh size of gill
nets. Gill nets of stretched mesh sizes less than 127 mm (5 inches) were prohibited as
they cropped immature Oreochromis esculentus (Ngege), the most important
commercial species on the lake (Graham, 1929). The catch per night in the legal 127
mm mesh nets was over 30 fish of 0. esculentus prior to 1921 but dropped to 6 and 1.5
fish in 1928 and 1954, respectively, (Beauchamp, 1955), indicating overfishing of the
stocks.
When the mesh size restriction was repealed in Uganda and Tanzania in 1956 and in
Kenya in 1961, there was a shift to small meshes that cropped immature tilapia and
other large species and led to a collapse in the fishery. Four tilapiine species
(Oreochromis niloticus, O. leucostictus, Tilapia rendalli and T. zillil) were introduced into
lake Victoria in the 1950s and the Nile perch (Lates niloticus) was introduced in the
1960s partly as an effort to boost the fish production in the lake. Stocks of most of the
native fish species further declined following these introductions.
The demand on the fish stocks of lake Victoria and Kyoga increased tremendously and
fish landings increased rapidly following the establishment of the introduced Nile perch
and Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) in mid 1980s (Okaronon et aI., 1985; Okaronon
and Kamanyi, 1986; Table 1, Fig. 1).
Eight fish processing plants had been established in Uganda by 1991 while in Kenya
there were 22 such plants. The incentive created by availability of ready market caused
rapid increases in fishing pressure. The total number of fishing boats in the Uganda part
of Lake Victoria increase from 3264 in 1971 to 8674 in 1990 (Wetherall, 1972;
Tumwebaze and Coenen, 1991).
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Table 1. Estimated fish production in Uganda
Period National Lake Victoria
(tonnes) (tonnes) (%) of National
1978 221 500 14200 6.4
1979 180100 12 100 6.1
1980 166900 10000 6.0
1981 165100 17000 10.3
1982 173300 13000 7.5
1983 222100 17 000 7.7
1984 212200 45400 21.4
1985 160900 56500 35.1
1986 200900 80800 40.2
1987 167800 93200 55.5
1988 214300 107100 50.0
1989 213600 132400 62.0
1990 245200 119900 48.9
1991 219500 118000 53.8
1992 224100 120400 53.7
1993 221 500 135000 60.8
1994 227300 103000 45.3
1995 222000 106300 47.9
1996 222000 106400 47.9
1997 222000 106800 48.1
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Fig. 1. Fish production in the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria, 1978-1997.
Gill nets are the major fishing gears used in the exploitation of the Lake Victoria fishery.
During the Catch Assessment Survey (CAS) in January-March 1989 (Okaronon and
Kamanyi, 1990), gill nets were the major fishing gear used by fishermen in the Uganda
sector of the lake. Gill nets of mesh sizes ranging from 101.6 mm (4 inches) to 304.8
mm (12 inches) were in common use during the January-March 1989 survey.
The above development in the Lake Victoria fishery caused continuing uncertainty about
the changes in population abundance of the fisheries resource base of the lake.
Consequently, the Uganda Fisheries Research Organisation (UFRO) undertook
experimental gill net surveys of selected sites in Lake Victoria Central (Entebbe waters)
and Lake Victoria West (Masaka and Kalangala Districts waters during the period 1991-
1999.
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The overall aim of the survey was to determine the available fish stocks being harvested
by the gill net fishery. The specific objectives included the determination of the species
composition and catch levels. Gill nets of mesh sizes from 25.4 mm (1 inch) to 228.6
mm (9 inches) were used.
6.2. RESULTS
Fish species composition
A total of 14 fish taxa (belonging to 12 genera) were recorded in the experimental gill
nets during 1991-1999. These were Aethiomastacembelus sp, Barbus sp, Brycinus sp,
Clarias gariepinus, Gnathonemus sp. Haplochromis spp, Labeo victorianus, Lates
niloticus, Mormyrus kannume, Oreochromis leucostictus, O. niloticus, Synodontis
afrofischeri, S. victoriae, and Tilapia zillii. All these taxa but one - Brycinus sp - were
recorded in lake Victoria West. Six of the above 14 fish taxa - Aethiomastacembelus
sp, Barbus sp, Clarias gariepinus, Gnathonemus sp. Haplochromis spp, Labeo
victorianus, Lates niloticus, O. leucostictus and Tilapia zillii - were not recorded in lake
Victoria Central.
Lates niloticus dominated the catches in both lake Victoria West and lake Victoria
Central (Table 2, Fig. 2). In lake Victoria West, the dominance of L. niloticus decreased
from 99.8% (by weight) in 1991 down to 78.6% and 55.35 in 1998 and 1999,
respectively. The contribution of Oreochromis niloticus, the second most important
species in lake Victoria West, increased from 0.1% (by weight) in 1991 to 18% in 1995
and 37.2% in 1999.
In lake Victoria Central, L. niloticus contributed more than 95% (by weight) of the gill
nets except during 1887 and 1999 when it contributed 78.6% and 89.2%, respectively
(Table 2, Fig. 2). The contribution of Oreochromis niloticus, the second most important
species in lake Victoria Central, was only recorded in significant quantities during 1997
(20.5%) and 1999 (9.6%).
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Table 2. Fish species contribution to catches (percentage by weight) in experimental gill .
nets fished in Ugandan waters of Lake Victoria West and Lake Victoria Central. (- = no
record).
Period Lake Victoria West Lake Victoria Central
L. niloticus O. niloticus L. niloticus O. niloticus
1991 99.8 0.1 100 -
1992 97.5 2.3 100 -
1993 96.9 3.1 98.0 1.9
1994 96.0 3.1 99.5 -
1995 80.8 18.0 98.6 -
1996 95.9 4.0 97.8 -
1997 95.9 2.5 78.6 20.5
1998 78.6 19.8 94.4 -
1999 55.3 37.2 89.2 9.6
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Mean catch rates
Peak catches in the experimental gill nets were generally obtained in decreasing mesh
sizes over the period of the survey (Table 3).
In Lake Victoria West, peak mean catches of 13.2:1:4.8kg ner' nighr' was obtained in
the 152.4 mm (6 inches) mesh gill nets during 1991 while peak catches of 6.8:1:2.7,
6.6:1:0.8and 2.9:1:1.1kg ner' nighr' were recorded in the 114.3 mm (4.5 inches) mesh
nets during 1992, 1993 and 1994, respectively (Table 3a). During 1995, 1996 and 1997
peak catches of 2.9:1:0.8,2.8:1:0.8and 1.2:1:0.5kg ner' nighr' were obtained from the
88.9 mm (3.5 inches), 114.3 mm (4.5 inches) and 50.8 mm (2 inches) mesh nets,
respectively. Peak catches of 1.7:1:0.4and 2.7:1:0.7were recorded in the 101.6 (4 inches)
and 114.3 mm mesh nets, respectively during 1998 an 1999, respectively (Table 3a).
In Lake Victoria Central, peak catches of 7.0:1:4.2and 2.5:1:0.7kg ner' nighr' were
obtained in the 127.0 mm (5 inches) mesh nets during 1991 and 1992 while peak
catches of 3.2:1:0.9,2.2:1:1.1and 2.4:1:07kg ner' nighr' were retained in the 101.6, 114.3
and 38.1 mm mesh nets, respectively, during 1993,1994 and 1005, respectively (Table
3b). During 1996 and 1997 peak catches of 2.3:1:0.3and 1.4:1:0.3kg ner' nighr' were
obtained from the 114.3and 25.4 mm mesh nets, respectively. Peak catches of 1.3:1:1.0
and 1.8:1:0.5kg ner' nighr' were recorded in the 127.0 and 88.9 mm mesh nets,
respectively, during 1998 and 1999, respectively.
The mean catches were generally poor during 1996 and 1997 in Lake Victoria West,
picking up again in 1998 (Table 3a). A similar trend was observed in Lake Victoria
Central from 1996 to 1998 with an indication of a rise in 1999 (Table 3b). In both areas,
the mean catches were generally better from April to June, during the rainy season.
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Table 3a. Catch per unit of effort (kg ner' nighr' :l: SE) from experimental gill nets fished
in Lake Victoria (West). (SE = standard error of the mean in kg; - = no record)
Period Experimental gill net mesh size (millimetres)
63.5 76.2 88.9 101.6 114.3 127.0 139.7 152,4
1991 1.1:1:1.1 3.9:1:3.1 4.6:1:4.2 12.5:1:4.9 11.4:1:6.3 9.3:1:4.4 7.9:1:5.4 13.2:1:4.8
1992 3.1:1:0.6 0.4:1:0.2 - 1.6:1:1.1 I 6.8:1:2.7 1.1:1:0.8 2.7:1:2.1 1.2:1:0.9
1993 1.9:1:0.5 2.5:1:1.0 - 5.6:1:5.0 6.6:1:0.8 2.4:1:2.4 - 4.8:1:1.1
1994 0.5:1:0.2 0.9:1:0.2 1.5:1:0.5. 2.8:1:0.8 2.9:1:1.1 2.5:1:0.8 0.6:1:0.4 2.2:1:1.0
1995 2.8:1:0.7 1.6:1:0.7 2.9:1:0.8 1.6:1:0.9 1.3:1:0.6 2.2:1:0.6 - 1.4:1:0.6
1996 0.5:1:0.3 2.1:1:0.5 - 2.2:1:0.8 0.1:1:0.1 2.0:1:0.9 - 2.1:1:0.8
1997 - 0.9:1:0.2 0.1:1:0.1 1.2:1:0.5 - 0.8:1:0.4 - 0.5:1:0.2
1998 - 1.0:1:0.3 - 1.7:1:0.4 - 1.0:1:0.4 - 0.8:1:0.5
1999 0.7+0.2 1.6:1:0.4 1.4:1:0.3 1.7+0.6 2.7+0.7 2.2+0.6 0.7+0.3 2.0+0.8
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Table 3b. Catch per unit of effort (kg net"' night"' :I: SE) from experimental gill nets fished
in Lake Victoria (Central). (SE = standard error of the mean in kg; - = no record)
Period Experimental gill net mesh size (millimetres)
63.5 76.2 88.9 101.6 114.3 127.0 139.7 152,4
1991 - 0.3:1:0.1 - 4.5:1:1.5 - 7.0:1:4.2 - 3.6:1:3.2
1992 0.3:1:0.1 0.2:1:0.1 0.2:1:0.2 1.3:1:0.8 0.5:1:0.3 2.5:1:0.7 1.2:1:1.2 0.2:1:0.2
1993 2.2:1:0.4 2.3:1:0.6 1.4:1:0.5 3.2:1:0.9 0.7:1:0.3 2.5:1:0.9 - 0.9:1:0.3
1994 1.1:1:0.3 1.8:1:0.9 1.9:1:1.2 1.0:1:0.4 2.2:1:1.1 0.7:1:0.3 - 0.5:1:0.3
1995 0.8:1:0.2 1.2:1:0.4 0.6:1:0.2 0.8:1:0.3 0.2:1:0.2 0.7:1:0.3 - 0.7:1:0.4
1996 0.3:1:0.2 0.5:1:0.3 0.2:1:0.2 1.1:1:0.5 2.3:1:0.3 0.3:1:0.2 - 0.3:1:0.3
1997 0.1:1:0.1 0.7:1:0.2 - 1.0:1:0.3 - 0.4:1:0.2 - 0.4:1:0.2
1998 - 0.5:1:0.3 - 0.7:1:0.4 - 1.3:1:1.0 - 0.4:1:0.4
1999 1.0+0.3 0.7+0.3 1.8+0.5 1.2+0.4 0.9+0.3 0.7:1:0.2 0.1:1:0.1 0.4+0.2
6.3. DISCUSSION
During the survey period, the available fish stocks - as determined through experimental
gill net surveys of 1991-1999 - were dominated by L. niloticus followed by O. niloticus.
The fish landings at Bugonga Fish Landing site (in Lake Victoria Central) by the artisanal
fishing boats were also dominated by L. niloticus followed by O. niloticus. This indicates
that the artisanal gill net fishery was targeting the most available fish stocks.
Catch of fish per standard 127 mm (5 inches) gill net - the minimum mesh size gill net
legally permitted on Lake Victoria - hung overnight is a good measure of the state of the
fishery (Beauchamp, 1955). Changes in the value of the average catch per net provide
an empirical method for determining changes in the numbers of catchable fish contained
in the fishing grounds as catch per net will depend on the density of this population. The
original major commercial species, the tilapiines, were abundant only in the sheltered
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inshore waters of less than 20 m deep and a distance of about one kilometre from the
shoreline whereas other cichlids and non-cichlid fish had a wider distribution (Graham,
1929). The virgin fishery provided excellent catches that satisfied the demand of the
local markets around the lake. The initial catch rates in the 127 mm mesh size gill nets
of 45 m length ranged between 50 fish (37.5 kg) and 100 fish (75 kg) of tilapia
(Oreochromis esculentus) ner' nighr' but by 1968 the catch rates had declined to 0.35
fish (0.3 kg) ner' nighr' (Jackson, 1971). In 1989, the catch for all fish in the 127 mm
mesh gill nets fished in the Ugandan part of Lake Victoria was 2.5 kg ner' nighr'
(Okaronon and Kamanyi, 1990).
During the survey of 1991 to 1999, the catch rates of fish declined over the period in
both the experimental and artisanal gill net fisheries. The catches in the standard 127
mm mesh size.experimental nets declined from about 7 kg ner' nighr' in 1991 to less
than 1 kg ner' nighr' by 1997. Peak catches in the 127 mm mesh size experimental
nets were only obtained in 1991 and 1992, thereafter the peak catches were obtained
from gill nets of mesh sizes less than127 mm. By 1995 the peak catches of 2.9 and 2.4
kg ner' nighr' ner' nighr' were being obtained from 88.9 mm mesh size nets (Lake
Victoria West) and 38.1 mesh size nets (Lake Victoria Central), respectively (Okaronon,
Akumu and Bassa, 2001). This indicates that the abundant sizes of the available fish
stocks kept shifting to smaller sizes over the survey period, thus a shift in peak catches
to smaller mesh size experimental nets over the survey period. In the artisanal fishery,
meanwhile, the fish landed at Bugonga Fish landing site (Lake Victoria Central) declined
considerably from 54.2:1:16.5kg boar' day" in 1992 to 22.7:1:2.8kg boar' day" in 1995,
before rising to 37.4:1:12.7kg boar' day" in 1999. The decline in the artisanal fish
landings could have been due to decline of the fish stocks retainable by the gears in use
- the gill nets of mesh sizes of 127 mm and larger.
The decline in fish catch rates on Lake Victoria prompted the first fisheries survey in
1927 (Graham, 1929) after which a minimum gill net mesh size of 127 mm was
recommended and imposed in 1931. By 1955, catch rates had fallen to an extent that it
was unprofitable to use 127 mm mesh size nets, most of the fishermen began using
smaller meshes to catch the then unexploited length ranges of fish. From this time
onwards, the fishermen continued shifting to smaller meshes whenever the catches in
the larger mesh size nets decreased.
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During the period of the survey (1991-1999), use of gill nets of mesh sizes less than 127
mm was noticeably rampant during 1996 in the areas fished by the boats landing at
Bugonga Landing site. The proportion of gill nets of mesh sizes less than 127 mm
increased from 16% in 1966 to more than 50% by 1998 (Okaronon, Akumu and Bassa,
2001). The 76.2 mm (3 inches) mesh size gill nets, in particular, went up from about 5%
in 1996 to 17% in 1998 (Okaronon et al., 2001). This may have resulted from the
experience that the fish retainable by the larger mesh size gill nets had become scarce.
The fish landed at Bugonga during 1996 to 1998 averaged less than 1 kg fresh weight
for L. niloticus. In the experimental gill net fishery during the period 1996 to 1998, the
average size of L. niloticus - the dominant fish species in the catches - was about 0.2
kg fresh weight; this is about the average size (28 cm total length and 225 g) of L.
niloticus retainable in the 76.2 mm mesh size gill nets (Ogutu-Ohwayo et aI., 1991).
These catches were from the experimental nets of mesh sizes 114.3, 1001.6, 50.8 and
25.4 mm that produced peak catches during the period 1996 to 1998 (Okaronon et ai.,
2001). This, therefore, suggests that the decline in the average size of L. niloticus
landed by the artisanal fishing boats in Bugonga fish Landing site was due to the use of
small mesh size «127 mm) gill nets as a result of the decline in the abundance of fish
retainable by the larger mesh size gill nets.
6.4. CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the data collected during the surveys of 1991 to 1999, the following
conclusions were drawn:
• The artisanal gill net fishery in the study area was targeting L. niloticus and O.
niloticus, the two fish species found to be dominant in the experimental gill net
surveys.
• The average size of L. niloticus targeted and landed by the artisanal gill net fishery
continued to decline over the period along side the decline in the mean size of the
available stocks as determined by the experimental gill net surveys.
• The fish catch and fish landing levels declined over the period in both the
experimental and artisanal gill net fisheries. There was, however, an indication that
the fish catches and fish landings were showing some recovery during 1998 and
1999.
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• The artisanal gill net fishery continued to shift to smaller mesh size nets in an effort
to exploit the unexploited and seemingly abundant smaller length ranges of fish
6.5. RECOMMENDATIONS
• Based on the indication that the fishery was recovering during 1998 and 1999, and
also considering that there has been some sensitization of the stakeholders on the
negative effects of the use of bad fishing methods, this paper recommends further
surveys of the fishery. The surveys should be extended to cover more areas of the
lake.
• Some measures should be put in place to minimize the use of illegal fishing gears
and methods. These could include the involvement and/or empowerment of the
communities in the management of the fisheries resources.
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